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1.1 GENERAL OVERVIEW
Norgren manufactures two main types of lubricators:Oil-Fog and Micro-Fog.  These units are mounteddirectly into the pipe and add small amounts of oilto the air flowing through them.
Oil Fog-Lubricators:All the oil droplets seen in the sight feed dome areadded directly into the air flow.  This results inrelatively large oil droplets passing downstream,suitable for heavy lubrication applications eg singlecylinders and tools.  Most competitive in linelubricators are of the Oil-Fog type.
Micro-Fog Lubricators:The oil droplets seen in the sight feed dome areatomized and collected in the area above the oil inthe bowl.  The smaller lighter particles are drawninto the air flow and pass downstream.As a result typically only 10% of the oilseen as drops in the sight feed dome is passeddownstream. The remainder falls back into the oilreservoir.  Consequently, drip rate settings aresomewhat higher than their Oil-Fog equivalent. Thismakes setting much easier, particularly in low flowapplications.The fine Micro-Fog oil particles can travellong distances through complex pipe work makingMicro-Fog lubricators suitable for multiple valveand cylinder circuits.
1.2 WHAT ARE THEDIFFERENCES BETWEENMICRO-FOG AND OIL-FOG?
1.2.1 Oil-Fog:
• Large oil particles not as fine as micro-fog.• All oil drips seen in sight feed domes aredelivered downstream.• For applications over short distances.• Should be mounted at same level or higherthan device being lubricated.• Standard bowls can be filled underpressure. (Not on rapid cycle units).• Suitable for heavy lubrication applicationseg single large cylinders and tools.• Has a flow sensor which provides constantoil output density for varying flows.
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1.2.2 Micro-Fog:
• Small oil particles; less than 2 micron.• Only 10% of ‘drip rate’ is delivereddownstream as active lubricant (remainderis returned to main oil reservoir).• High drip rates make drip setting easier inlow flow applications.• Can be mounted above or below the pointof application.• Cannot be filled without shutting offupstream air (unless a quick fill cap orremote fill device is used).• For use with lengthy air lines, multiplevalve and cylinder circuits.• Has a flow sensor to provide an almostconstant oil output density for varyingflows.
1.2.3 Can Oil-Fog and Micro-Fog Units beConverted?
Generally not, simply changing a green (Oil-Fog)sight feed dome for a red (Micro-Fog) sight domedoes not change the function.Some lubricators are designed around acartridge insert.  In this case it may be possible toswap the cartridge and sight domes to change thefunction.
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1.4 SETTING LUBRICATOR DRIP RATES
1.4.1 What is the Correct Drip Rate Setting?
The drip rate will depend on the application, theamount of lubrication required, the flow through thelubricator and the lubricator type. In Micro-Fog

lubricators only 10% of the droplets in the sightdome are carried downstream.  The drip rate inMicro-Fog lubricators therefore tends to be muchhigher. The following table can be used to estimatedrip rate for required flow. This is very much a ruleof thumb.  In practice it is necessary to fine tune theoil drip rate in each application.
Typical Drip Rate Typical Drip Rate Approx per Minute per Minute Flow Micro-Fog Oil-Fog scfm (dm3/s)
20 2 10 (5)40 4 20 (10)60 6 30 (15)80 8 40 (20)100 10 50 (25)120 12 60 (30)

1.3.2 Can the Drip Rate be Shut Off?
In lubricators with needle valve type sight dome,yes. Some Norgren sight domes use a felt padwhich is soaked in oil at the point where the dropsare formed.  With this type of sight dome the oildroplets cease once the felt pad dries out.With the new style dome (L72/73/74 andL07) complete shut off is not possible.  Minimumadjustment for the drip rate is around 1 drop perminute.

1.5 FILLING METHODS
1.5.1 Oil-Fog and Micro-Fog Lubricators:
The standard Oil-Fog lubricators can be filled underpressure ie without switching off the upstream air.When a fill plug is removed a check valve in thelubricator body isolates the inlet pressure from thebowl and the reservoir will depressurize.  Thelubricator can then be filled with oil.  When the fillplug is replaced, the reservoir will re-pressurize.The standard Micro-Fog unit can only befilled without isolating the upstream pressure if aremote fill or quick fill nipple accessory is fitted.  Toremove the fill plug of a Micro-Fog lubricator whilseunder pressure can be dangerous.  If in doubt shutoff the upstream air!
1.5.2 Remote Fill Devices:
The remote oil fill system provides a means of fillingfrom a remote fill point, a single lubricator or a bankof lubricators manifolded together.  The remote fillpoint may be connected to a portable reservoir or toa centralized, permanent reservoir.  A portablereservoir permits the use of different lubricants indifferent groups of lubricators to suit therequirements of the machinery being lubricated.  Thelubrication oil must be fed in at a higher pressurethan exists in the bowl.The devices are NOT intended forconnection to an oil feed line which is underconstant pressure from a pump or pressurizedreservoir. The device cannot reset until the pressureis removed.  Such lines are a potential safety hazardif they should leak or become broken.
1.5.3 Quick Fill Nipples:
The quick fill system is an alternative which allowsease of filling a single Micro-Fog or Oil-Foglubricator without switching off the mains air (onsome units the quick fill nipple replaces the fillerplug). To fill the lubricator, a quick fill connectorpiped to a portable oil reservoir is snapped in placeover the quick fill nipple.  The main oil reservoir cannow be pumped (or pressurized) to a pressuregreater than the lubricator bowl and the lubricatorfilled.

1.3 LUBRICATOR SIZING
Lubricators are sized by downstream flowrequirements. An analysis of air flow use must bemade. After determining how much air flow isneeded, a lubricator can be chosen. Manufacturers’curves will be like the one shown. For example, 50scfm of 90 psig lubricated air is required. Enter thecurve on the horizontal axis at the required flow.Read up to intersect the 90 psig line. Read thepressure drop on left, vertical axis as approximately2.3 psid. Pressure drop should be less than 5 psid.If pressure drop is more than 5 psid, choose a largerlubricator.
Always be sure that the lubricants in your system arecompatible with the materials in the lubricator youchoose. This is especially important for plasticlubricator reservoirs. If in doubt, check with thefactory or use a metal reservoir.
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1.6 OPTIONS AND ACCESSORIES
1.6.1 Where can Liquid Level Switches beFitted?
Liquid level detection methods can be attached tothe 1 quart bowl and 2 & 5 gallon tanks.
1.6.2 Where can Remote Fill and Liquid LevelSwitches be Fitted?
The smaller bowls, L73 and up, are all capable ofeither remote fill or liquid level detection (but notboth at the same time!).  The 2 quart and 2 & 5gallon tanks only can have the liquid level switchesfitted.
1.6.3 How do Liquid Level Switches Work?
Liquid level switches are bipolar reed switcheswhich change state when the float rises and falls.Liquid level switches are normallyconnected to give an electrical signal when the floatfalls (ie when the liquid level is too low).  In criticalapplications the logic could be reversed.  Maximumand minimum settings are possible too.

1.7 LARGE TANKS/RESERVOIRS
1.7.1 Which Units have Large Tanks/Reservoirs?
All units in basic 1/2” and above have optionallarger bowls/tanks.Olympian Plus and Excelon 74 are limitedto 1 quart as standard.  For 2 and 5 gallon capacityuse 15/17 Series, or the 10-028/-076 (2”)lubricators.

1.8 APPLICATION SPECIFICUNITS
1.8.1 Do we Make Bearing Lubricators?
Yes. These are aerosol type lubricators.  Theselubricators use air to get the oil to the point oflubrication, however the tool or application is notpowered by the air. 

1.8.2 What is a Fixed Venturi (Bi-Directional)Lubricator?
Standard Norgren lubricators use a flow sensor toachieve constant oil density with varying flows.  Insome applications high flow is more important thanconstant density and a fixed venturi can be usedinstead of a flow sensor.  It may also be useful insystems with rapid cycling.  Consult Air Line formore details.
1.9 OILS
1.9.1 What Oils are Recommended?
Recommended oils fall into 2 categories:-1 Oils recommended for use with all Norgrenunits (valves, cylinders, fittings and FRL’s).2 Oils which can be used with Norgrenlubricators but not necessarily with otherNorgren equipment.Refer to ALE-29-2 for recommended lubricants.
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Problem
No Drip Rate

Oil Foaming
Oil Emulsified
Drip Rate changes after setting

Possible Cause
Oil adjustment knob fully clockwise.
Low oil level.
Airflow through lubricator too low.
Plugged siphon tube

Blocked oil filter screen.

Air leaks.

Over aeration.
Water in lubricator.
Fade. Changes in flow rate, temperature affecting oilviscosity

Remedy
Readjust knob.
Check oil level.
Use smaller size lubricator.
Remove bowl and sight feed adjustment dome andclear siphon tube.
Remove sight feed adjustment dome and clean orreplace screen located in dome assembly.
Check bowl, filler plug and sight dome seals.Tighten if necessary.
Check bowl seals for slight leaks.
Fit filter immediately upstream.
Readjust drip rate.

1.10 SIMPLE LUBRICATOR TROUBLESHOOTING

Problem
Reservoir will not pressurize(causes no drip rate)

Flooding of oil in sight-feed glass or dome

Unable to reduce drip rate, 10-076 only.

Possible Cause
Reservoir charge check valve has plugged orifice.

Cycle rate too great to permit pressurization ofreservoir.
Reservoir, bowl adjustment dome or fill plug sealleaking.
Rapid reduction of applied pressure

Action of throttling disc and pressure plate may beimpaired
Plugged orifices and throttling disc 

Plugged oil filter screen.

Remedy
Remove check valve and clean orifice. Make certainall passageways are open.
Remove bowl charge check valve.

Check seals, replace if necessary.

This can occur in lubricators containing bowlpressurization (charge) check valves. Can beprevented by slowly reducing applied pressure orremoving charge check valve.
Replace parts using standard repair kit.

Disassemble needle valve assembly and removethrottling disc, drip gland and venturi tube. Cleanparts, making certain all passageways are clear.
10-076  Remove Bowl. Screen is located on end ofsiphon tube.

OIL FOG LUBRICATORS ONLY

* Caution: Before working on lubricators, make sure all pressure has been reduced to zero.


